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Abstract—Real-time sea experiments often involve large computational costs and software development associated with running numerical ocean simulations. Effective visualization tools that interpret the results of these simulations are therefore a necessity, and must overcome the challenges of plotting large, high-resolution, three-dimensional, time-dependent, and probabilistic ocean fields and associated quantities in real-time. Although disparate visualization tools aimed at ocean forecasting exist, a complete, integrated visualization suite that is efficient, interactive, and has 3D capabilities is still needed. In this work, we present the MSEAS high-performance visualization suite for real-time sea experiments. It processes multidisciplinary oceanographic fields in a computationally efficient manner and creates easy-to-use, portable, and interactive visualizations. The suite includes static visualization tools based on NCAR Graphics and MATLAB; the interactive web-based tool 2DSeaVizKit built using leaflet and D3.js for interactive 2D visualization on the world map; and 3DSeaVizKit, a browser-based, interactive 3D visualization tool built using Plotly and WebGL for exploratory 3D analysis of ocean forecasts. It can provide standard 2D cross-sections for scalar-valued data; quiver plots, pathlines, and streamtubes for vector-valued data; Lagrangian products (such as trajectories, Lagrangian Coherent Structures, etc.); isosurfaces for 3D data; and an interactive graphical user interface for selecting the quantities, times, and sub-domains of interest. We showcase applications of the visualization suite during three recent exercises that took place in the Gulf of Mexico, the Clarion-Clipperton Fracture Zone in the Pacific Ocean, and the Balearic sea.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Effective visualization of oceanographic fields is crucial to understanding ocean phenomena. Such visualizations are also crucial for scientists and engineers that predict and design for the complex and harsh ocean environment [1–3]. Moreover, visualizations of oceanographic data are of practical concern to those working in shipping [4], disaster management [5], off-shore oil operations [6], and aquaculture [7]. However, visualization of oceanographic fields is not without its challenges. Measured data sets are sparse and heterogeneous, while modeling data sets are often large (available for multiple depths, multiple time instants, multiple domains, and multiple realizations) [8, 9]. Both types of data, i.e., measured and modeled data, are multivariate (e.g., temperature, salinity, velocity) and may contain uncertainties, noise, and discontinuous data [10–12]. These complexities necessitate oceanographic visualization tools with the capacity to handle multi-dimensional, multi-resolution, and multi-dynamics models to produce interpretable visualization maps. Such tools must also balance the resolution-speed tradeoff when used in real-time ocean modeling to deliver visualizations quickly and efficiently, possibly remotely, without incurring any errors due to down-sampling from the model to the plotting resolution [8, 13].

The most common approach to oceanographic data visualization involves plotting multiple 2D lateral or depth-wise cross sections, whereby the users select the region and times they wish to plot at the software level, and use the static output plots to interpret forecast or hindcast results [14, 15]. Such 2D maps provide flexibility and ease of use which make them a compelling option for real-time forecasting experiments. However, ocean dynamics studies can benefit from a 3D visualization tool which allows the user to view the entire flow across different depths, rather than having to visualize a 3D data field from 2D cross sections [8, 16]. Several 3D flow visualization tools such as VisIt [17] and ParaView [18] have been developed for 3D flow visualization. However, these general purpose tools often lack support for complex stratified and multidisciplinary ocean data visualization, which makes them challenging for use during real-time experiments [8].

An additional feature that is crucial for effective ocean visualization is interactivity, as it allows the user to explore the ocean fields in several areas of interest and at different times. However, existing 2D and 3D interactive tools such as Met.3D [19], MEVA [20], and W3DX [21] have been restricted to meteorology, and only a few tools such as Ocean Data View [22] and VAPOR [23] have been developed for interactive ocean visualization.

In this work, we present the MSEAS visualization suite, a collection of 2D and 3D multivariate tools that produce static and interactive maps of ocean fields and quantities provided by the Multidisciplinary Simulation, Estimation, and Assimilation Systems (MSEAS). The various tools are based on the NCAR Command Language (NCL) [24] and MATLAB [25], in addition to the in-house 2DSeaVizKit [13] and 3DSeaVizKit [26] tools that we developed to offer an interactive user experience. The tools showcased in this work have been used for multiple
real-time sea exercises. This paper highlights the features of our visualization suite and its use in exploring the ocean fields and guiding our scientific results for three sea experiments that took place in the Pacific Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Balearic Sea.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we outline the MSEAS-PE ocean modeling system used for our simulations and the visualization methodologies employed. In section III, we provide use cases in real-time sea exercises and multiscale ocean modeling. Finally, we provide conclusions attained from the development, deployment, and use of our visualization suite in section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. MSEAS-PE Ocean Model

In this work, we utilize the MSEAS primitive equation (PE) modeling system for our ocean simulations [2, 3]. The MSEAS-PE software system is used for fundamental research and for realistic simulations in varied regions of the World Ocean [27–33]. Among the model’s strengths is its ability to simulate (sub)-mesoscale processes over regional domains with complex geometries and varied interactions, using an implicit two-way nesting/tiling scheme [2]. The specific sub-systems used in this work include initialization schemes [3], nested data-assimilative tidal prediction and inversion [34], fast-marching coastal objective analysis [35], subgrid-scale models [36, 37], and advanced data assimilation [38, 39]. While the MSEAS-PE has been used and validated in numerous applications and sea exercises, we focus on three recent exercises in this work: (i) understanding and estimating the Gulf of Mexico Loop Current system in 2011 (GOM Hindcast 2011); (ii) forecasting plume dynamics, Lagrangian transports, and coherent sets in the Clarion–Clipperton Fracture Zone in real-time in 2021, with applications to deep-sea mining (DSM Forecast Experiment 2021); and (iii) forecasting subduction in the Balearic Sea in real-time in 2022 (DRI-CALYPSO Forecast Experiment 2022). These use cases are discussed in section III.

B. Static Visualization Suite

Due to the ease of use and portability of static plots in real-time sea experiments, the MSEAS visualization suite produces 2D static figures of ocean fields using the NCAR Graphics library [40] and MATLAB [25] developed functionalities. The generated figures include the standard two-dimensional depth, latitude, and longitude cross-sectional renderings of the scalar-valued data of ocean physics (temperature, salinity, velocity magnitude, etc.) and prognostic quantities (sound speed, vorticity magnitude, etc.), in addition to quiver plots for vector-valued data such as the barotropic or surface velocities. Our visualization suite is also equipped with in-house-developed functionality to visualize statistical and uncertainty fields such as mean, standard deviation, and higher moments of a quantity [41], as well as Lagrangian products maps of drifter trajectories, flow maps, finite-time Lyapunov exponents [42, 43], dilation maps [44], and subduction dynamics [45].

C. Interactive Visualization Suite

1) 2DSeaVizKit: For our 2D interactive visualizations, we developed 2DSeaVizKit [13], a browser-based tool used for visualizing the MSEAS-PE ocean products. The toolkit makes use of the Leaflet [46] and D3.js [47] JavaScript libraries and visualizes the multivariate, multidimensional fields obtained from the MSEAS software on the world map. The software interface is built with interactivity as a central goal, with a web interface for the user to select the selected fields, times, and depths, while ensuring a seamless transition between the forecast products, making it portable for real-time applications and decision making, both on land and at sea. The scalar-valued data are presented on 2D depth cross-sections overlaid on an interactive map. For the visualization of vector-valued data, 2DSeaVizKit uses animated pathlines which allow for visually-intuitive interpretations of the velocity field across the time window of interest.

2) 3DSeaVizKit: In this work, we utilize 3DSeaVizKit [26] to produce 3D interactive visualizations that facilitate the discovery and interpretation of 3D features in ocean dynamics. The 3DSeaVizKit software consists of two main parts, a Python pre-processing pipeline and a web-based interactive visualization suite built on top of Plotly [48]. The pre-processing pipeline performs data extraction, interpolation, and masking of the raw MSEAS-PE model outputs in netCDF format and transforms the data into a format more conducive to be served over a network. The web-based front-end visualization interface presents the ocean model data using a number of methods, including isosurfaces and flat cross-sections for scalar-valued data, streamtubes and cones for vector-valued data, and path lines for trajectory data. To allow for increased flexibility and ease of use, the graphical user interface provides the user on-the-fly customization features with the option to alter the visualization appearance, such as colorbar and colormap limits. Furthermore, the rendering limits of the domain can also be changed interactively, and a time-stepping slider can be used to animate the visualization once the plots are rendered at the desired configuration.

III. USE CASES

This section showcases uses of the MSEAS visualization tools during hindcasts and real-time forecast experiments from three multidisciplinary ocean modeling projects led by our MSEAS group and collaborators. The modeling domains for these sea experiments are shown in figure 1. Table I lists the locations and resolutions of the main modeling domains employed in each experiments.

A. GOM Probabilistic Hindcast 2011

Our visualization suite was used during a probabilistic hindcast experiment for the Gulf of Mexico as part of a multi-institutional collaborative project to achieve better understanding of the Loop Current and Loop Current eddy separation dynamics. The geographic modeling domain is shown in figure 1a. One of the probabilistic modeling domain had a horizontal resolution of 1/12.5° (about 9 km), using a
The topography and bathymetry data were obtained from the GEBCO database. The red regions indicate sub-domains of interest.

The probabilistic ocean forecasts were initialized from ensemble hindcasts created for the three-month period of September 24, 2011. This figure highlights the growth of the uncertainty from the shelf and slope to the deeper levels. 2DSeaVizKit was used to further investigate this process by plotting depth sections of the standard deviation of the temperature field at 100 m and 2000 m depth as shown in figure 3 for the final time snapshot at 12Z September 24, 2011. The animated pathlines feature in 2DSeaVizKit proved to be useful in this case as it suggests that the large uncertainties are highly correlated to the flow field, particularly near the Loop Current (which can be seen in figure 3a as entering the Gulf through the Yucatan Channel and exiting through the Florida Strait) and the eddies.

3DSeaVizKit was then used to construct a three-dimensional picture of this dynamics. Figure 4 shows hindcasts of the uncertainties in the velocity field at the two time instants for the region of interest highlighted in red in figure 1a. These uncertainties are shown in terms of horizontal cross-sections of the standard deviation at 1 m and 191 m, and a vertical cross-section located along 90°W. In addition, streamtubes, a 3D extension of streamlines, of the mean velocity field at the surface are shown. Altogether, figure 4 provides better understanding of the uncertainty growth process whereby uncertainties at the surface are shown to be driven by the surface eddies, and mixing effects highlighted by the vertical section are shown to carry these uncertainties to deeper levels.

### B. DSM Plume Forecast Experiment 2021

Our visualization suite was used during a real-time at-sea experiment in the Clarion–Clipperton Fracture Zone (figure 1b) in the eastern north Pacific Ocean, which took place from April 16 to May 9, 2021 [57]. The seafloor in this area is a place of active research in deep-sea mining (DSM) due to polymetallic mineral concentrations that form on the sea bottom. The process of mining the deposits and taking the ore to the surface results in the formation of metal-laden plumes, which are advected away from the mining site by the ocean velocity field. The region is also characterized by abundant biodiversity, containing organisms and ecosystems that can be affected by seabed mining [58, 59]. To estimate the impacts of these operations in the midwater realm and abyssal habitats, sediment plume models can quantify the spatial and temporal scales of mining operations. While most environmental research focuses on the seafloor, where the most direct effects will occur, plumes and other impacts of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sea Experiment</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Horizontal Resolution</th>
<th>Grid size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOM</td>
<td>Gulf of Mexico</td>
<td>≈ 9 km</td>
<td>158 × 230, 100 vertical levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>Clarion-Clipperton Fracture Zone</td>
<td>600 m, with 200 m nest</td>
<td>174 × 179, 100 vertical levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRI-CALYPSO</td>
<td>Balearic Sea</td>
<td>900 m, with 300 m nest</td>
<td>424 × 573, 70 vertical levels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Modeling domains for (a) the GOM hindcast, which includes the Gulf of Mexico and surrounding areas of the Atlantic ocean, (b) the DSM forecast experiment, located in the Clarion-Clipperton Fracture Zone in the Pacific Ocean, and (c) the DRI-CALYPSO forecast experiment, located in the Balearic sea. The red regions indicate sub-domains of interest. The topography and bathymetry data were obtained from the GEBCO_2022 grid [49].
seafloor mining are likely to be extensive in the water column, motivating the sea exercise.

The MSEAS modeling system was set up in an implicit 2-way nesting configuration (600 m resolution influence domain and a 200 m resolution process domain). The plume concentration is simulated as a point source with a representative volumetric flow rate. As with previous experiments, the ocean forecasts were initialized from HYCOM [50], downscaled to higher resolution and corrected based on sparse local data. Ensemble forecasts were again initialized using ESSE procedures [51, 52], extended to multi-region uncertainty initialization. These ocean simulations were forced by atmospheric flux fields forecast by the Global Forecast System (GFS) 0.25° model from NCEP [60] and by tidal forcing from TPXO8 [55, 56], but adapted to the high-resolution bathymetry [34].

1) Plume Visualization: The plume concentration is visualized in a top-down manner using the NCAR graphics library at 16Z on May 8th, 2021, 3 days into the forecast, depicted in figure 5. From the visualization, it is clear that the contents of the plume are advected by the background flow field to form a long, thin filament that stretches far from the initial source of the plume.

This approach is well-complemented by the 3DSeaVizKit rendering of the plume at 16Z on May 8th, 2021 (figure 6), which shows the variation of the plume concentration depth-wise in the water column, as well as the interaction of the sediment plume with the bathymetry and nearby seamount. The interactive, 3D nature of the 3DSeaVizKit visualization is able to convey a more visually comprehensive view of the sediment transport that would not be possible by rendering cross-sectional visualizations alone, due to the eventual meandering with 3D advection and mixing of the sediment plume. Furthermore, the ability to add or remove a representation of the full 3D velocity field to the visualization allows for the portrayal of a more dynamic interaction between the velocity field and the plume transport as compared to the top-down rendering.

2) Uncertainty Visualization: In addition to our deterministic ocean and plume forecast itself, the sensitivity of ocean flow dynamics to small perturbations presents a clear
need to quantify and visualize uncertainty—a need which is magnified in light of the goal of the experiment: to assess possible regional effects of seabed mining. The uncertainty in plume concentration, as quantified by our ensemble standard deviation fields, is shown in figure 7; note that the uncertainty is plotted on a larger domain than the 3D domain used to visualize for the individual deterministic realization. From the figure, we can see that the ensemble forecast indicates a region of high uncertainty around the point source, which expands in time. This indicates that, although the individual deterministic realization presented as a long thin filament, the region potentially impacted by the plume is much larger, and
subject to variability.

Fig. 7: DSM Plume Forecast Experiment 2021. NCAR visualizations of plume concentration uncertainty at 16Z on May 8th, 2021, as quantified by our real-time ESSE ensemble forecast.

C. DRI-CALYPSO Forecast Experiment 2022

The most recent application of our visualization suite was during a two-part real-time sea experiment in the Balearic Sea, first from February 18 to March 12, 2022, and again from March 25 to June 29, 2022. We issued real-time deterministic and probabilistic forecasts of ocean fields, as well as Lagrangian flow maps, coherent sets, subduction forecasts, and drifter forecasts [45]. The geographic modeling domain is shown in figure 1c with the sub-domain of interest for subduction dynamics highlighted in red.

For this experiment, the MSEAS modeling system was set up in an implicit 2-way nesting configuration (900 m resolution Balearic Sea domain and a 300 m resolution process domain). The ocean forecasts were initialized from WMOP [61], downgraded to higher resolution and updated with ocean data from varied open sources of opportunity (CTDs, ARGO floats [62], gliders, SST [63], etc.). Ensemble forecasts were initialized using ESSE procedures [51, 52], extended to multi-region uncertainty initialization. These ocean simulations were forced by atmospheric flux fields forecast by the Global Forecast System (GFS) 0.25° model from NCEP [60] and by tidal forcing from TPXO8 [55, 56], but adapted to the high-resolution bathymetry and coastlines [3, 34].

1) Ocean Physics: Each day during the first part of this experiment, we distributed visualizations of a central forecast of the ocean fields at 6-hour intervals for 6 days, using both NCAR Graphics and 2DSeaVizKit. The 900 m resolution density anomaly at the surface at 0Z on March 10, 2022 using 2DSeaVizKit is shown in figure 8a, while the density anomaly along a vertical section at 41.3°N is shown in figure 8b. Notice the presence of several eddies along 41°N, as well as strong density fronts in that region; these fronts indicate where subduction is expected to occur, and hence the dynamically active region where major experimental operations took place.

In the second part of the experiment, between April and June 2022, we issued forecasts of the depth of the \( \sigma_\theta = 28.85 \) isopycnal, and our forecasts were validated against data from a fleet of Spray gliders [64]. This particular isopycnal value was selected for studying frontal features and eddies in the region north of Mallorca. In figure 9, 3D velocity streamtubes and \( \sigma_\theta = 28.85 \) isopycnal depth (orange surface) at 0Z on June 19, 2022 are illustrated, using 3DSeaVizKit. Notice the cyclonic eddy (around 40.5°N, 3.25°E) indicated by the velocity streamtubes. Cyclonic eddies generate upwelling in their centers and directly below this eddy we see a dome formation in the density anomaly. Adjacent to the eddy and dome is a very deep valley suggesting the presence subduction. Above the north wall of this valley is a ribbon of streamtubes, suggesting a density front associated with the subduction.

2) Lagrangian Products: Each day, we used the forecasts generated by the MSEAS modeling system to obtain various derived products that help us better describe the flow.

Fig. 8: DRI-CALYPSO Forecast Experiment 2022. CALYPSO density anomaly at 0Z on March 10, 2022, as forecast by our MSEAS-PE ocean modeling system.

Fig. 9: DRI-CALYPSO Forecast Experiment 2022. Velocity streamtubes and \( \sigma_\theta = 28.85 \) isopycnal depth (orange surface) at 0Z on June 19, 2022, as forecast by our MSEAS-PE ocean modeling system.
The first of these is a plot (and movie [45]) of 2D drifter trajectories released in a uniform grid (figure 10). We initialized these drifters at various depths of interest corresponding to the drogue depths of various drifters released in the field [65]. This allows us to evaluate the skill of our ocean flow field estimates and forecasts by comparing these trajectories to the trajectories of the real drifters.

The second set of products used to further study three-dimensional transport of water masses and subduction dynamics are based on flow maps that we compute. Specifically, the forward and backward flow maps across depth ($z$-flow map) best help identify the subduction regions. The 96-hour backward $z$-flow map on March 10, 2022 at 0Z and at 102 m (which shows the initial depth of each water parcel that ended up at 102 m after 4 days) is shown in figure 11. The dark red regions indicate water masses subducted from the surface to 102 m over 4 days; notice these are located near the fronts indicated in figure 8, as well as north of Mallorca, the other main location of at-sea operations.

The third set of quantities that we plot are indicators of Lagrangian Coherent Structures as they provide a skeleton of the flow. These include the FTLE and Dilation maps [44]. The 3D FTLE map (shown in figure 12a) specifies the amount of stretching of the flow map in the considered time interval. Specifically, the forward / backward 3D FTLE is a logarithmic scaling of the dominant singular values of the gradient forward / backward flow map with the time duration of interest. The forward FTLE ridges thus highlight codimension-one manifolds (curves in 2D, surfaces in 3D) that repel particles starting on either side, whereas the backward FTLE ridges highlight codimension-one manifolds that attract particles towards the ridge that originally start far apart. Similarly, the dilation map (shown in figure 12b) is defined as the product of the singular values of the gradient of the flow map and quantifies the change in area of a water parcel.

Finally, we generate a set of plots (figure 13) that show the water volumes that are forecast to subduct in 3D from the surface layers to deeper layers. They illustrate in 3D+time where these waters start, how they move, and where they end up. The waters that are plotted in this subduction analysis are only the volumes of water that start within the upper ocean layers (above 15m depth) anywhere in our modeling domain and reach 50m after 4 days. This is all that is plotted, at 3 times (blue is day 0, green is day 2 and red is day 4).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented our MSEAS visualization suite, a collection of 2D and 3D multivariate visualization tools
that produce static and interactive maps of ocean fields. The various tools are based on the NCAR Command Language (NCL) and MATLAB, in addition to the in-house 2DSeaVizKit and 3DSeaVizKit tools that we developed to offer an interactive user experience. The suite is built for the MSEAS-Pe modeling system.

Applications of our visualization suite were demonstrated for three sea experiments that took place in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM probabilistic hindcast experiment), the Clarion-Clipperton Fracture Zone in the Pacific Ocean (real-time DSM forecast experiment), and the Balearic Sea (real-time DRI-CALYPSO forecast experiment). We showcased the visualization features available in the suite and how they were used to investigate the regions of high uncertainty in the GOM hindcast and relate them to bathymetric effects and the dynamics of the Loop Current. Additionally, the deep-sea-mining plume dynamics were highlighted using the modular features of 3DSeaVizKit during the real-time DSM forecast experiment. The most recent applications of the visualization suite occurred during the real-time DRI-CALYPSO forecast experiment. Results helped address several goals of the experiment, including the investigation of the dynamics of flow subduction using standard 2D static plots as well as novel 3D isosurface visualization and Lagrangian analysis.

In each use case, we employed these tools in conjunction with one another to perform analyses and interpret data in a way that would not have been possible had we used any single tool in isolation. We submit that no single visualization technique is sufficient to encompass the demands of ocean forecasting. The versatility of the MSEAS visualization suite has been useful for our modeling research. We hope that it will become useful for the ocean modeling community in the future for the analysis of other datasets.
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